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Authors Note

This publication was ultimately inspired by the miniature artist’s statements
that accompanied the 14 paintings, which featured in my second solo show,
Flat White (Depot Artspace, 2005). These statements were, for the most part,
lousy, 2-3 lines, semi-poetic accounts about what had inspired my artworks,
with youthful titles such as Shaman of the sky and Too loose in Toulouse. Literally 3 sentences per statement, attached to the wall alongside the title of the
artwork. It gave the show depth and context, but it didn’t add any real value to
the narrative. The statements were too vague and ‘arty’. Between 2007-2011
I was creatively flat, burned out almost. I had very little to no output (I turned
to graphic design during this period as well as graduating with a Degree in
Economics and a Certificate in Art and Design). Once I got my groove back
(2011-present) I no longer had the heart to do something as stupid as miniature
artist’s statements for every artwork – it was cheesy and dumb. Also, coming
up with something to say was a stretch. The story was the spirit of the show,
not the individual work. Eyes don’t lie. This is a visual world and we make decisions with our eyes, not our ears (or at least we should). Being honest to my
tastes, I didn’t have to venture far to realise that the art I enjoy is almost always
absolutely, inherently fucked. A visual kick-in-the-nuts. Henry Taylor’s Michael
Jackson mural at his 2016 Blum and Poe show; Joe Bradley’s weed induced,
paranoia driven Schmagoo’s; Josh Smith’s JOSH SMITH paintings; Christ
Martin’s Amy Winehouse painting and his James Brown paintings; Isa Genzken’s proposed ’24-hour disco’ as an alternative for the fallen Twin Towers of
9/11 – this is what I live for. The consistent theme among these vagabonds is
evident in the heterogeneous nature of their shows. Heterogeneous presentation, as opposed to linear presentation (think of a white room filled with similar
looking, same sized paintings), speaks to contemporary cultures and relatable
ideas, as opposed to high art intellectualism and theory. Think ‘ground level vs.
something above’ or even ‘low art vs. high art’. What we find at ground level,
such as the pathetic aesthetic explored by the late Los Angeles artist Mike
Kelley and German artist Isa Genzken, is something very humble. It speaks
about humanity and equality by breaking away from ‘high seriousness’. These
are the ideas that influenced Mackie Boy’s planning.
Circumstances changed with Mackie Boy. There were no predetermined objectives around aesthetic outcomes or curation. The story wasn’t the spirit of
the show anymore – the story is now, quite literally, the story, which is a collection of diverse, autobiographical narratives that talk to contemporary cultures
and art history – past, present and future. The cyclical nature of reverting back
to ‘miniature artist’s statements that accompany the artwork’ is brutally ironic,
and I can’t take back how cheesy and dumb it is now. What I decided to do was
turn it up a notch by taking the audience deeper into the cultural traditions, past
events and art historical observations that influence my work. The outcome is
The Sun, Moon and Stars, a publication that focuses on artwork/series-based
narratives that collectively make up the Mackie Boy story. I wanted the aesthetic outcomes of the work to mirror the diversity of the narrative/s. The work
is diverse because the narrative covers so much, over such a vast time span.
From my childhood until today, Mackie Boy is a representation of YONEL
MACKIE BOY WATENE, HAURAKI, NGATI MARU, and The Sun, Moon and
Stars is the written account of this narrative.
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Black Axe, acrylic, spray paint, enamel, pastel, collage and garments on canvas, 220x235cm (2017)

PAINTINGS

The Black Axe

The Black Panther
When I was a younger, I’m talking 6 or 7, I was in awe of the Black Panthers.
Their fashion sense was so up my alley – leather jackets, black coats, dark
sunglasses, berets, AK47’s and shotguns. My fascination was a bit twisted, but
to a young Māori living in the hood (Otangarei, Whangarei) it was something
so very cool. The Black Rights Movement and their political message was
beyond me, but I admired their energy and unity; that military togetherness. It
felt like something so strong, along the lines of the Gravediggaz hook to Blood
Brothers (“All in together!”), or many of the 2 Pac songs I used to play on repeat (his parents were Black Panther members).
The Black Panthers logo, and similar designed-based renditions (flat black, little to no toning, minimal features), is one of the most powerful modern symbols
in my books. It speaks to people in different ways. There’s no one answer. It’s
about what this symbol inspires. To me it’s about the solution. It’s reactive. The
Black Panther Party for Self Defense was born in response to police brutality
in Oakland during the 1960’s and limited access to social services within black
communities. So, they banded together, got out their guns (and frying pans)
and created social programmes, such as the Free Breakfast for Children programme. This symbol embodies their courage and a willingness to act. That
urge to find a way (idleness and complaints are long gone, adios papi!). It’s
simple when you forsake radicalness and violence associated with the black
panther image, all you’re left with is a will to find a way. That’s power.
Artist Rashid Johnson states, “A lot of the work I grew up seeing by black artists very much depicted a problem. I wanted to develop something that didn’t
necessarily speak to a problem,” (in relation to his series New Negro Escapist
Social and Athletic Club). This statement really encouraged my solution-first
approach to Māori discourse within my practice, especially in a volatile and
agitated global environment. I don’t want to depict a problem either. I don’t
want my black panther revisions to inspire political discussions around race
relations and inequality, though it can if you want it to! I’m here to talk about
empowerment. The will to act. Solution-based practices. Change. The will to
survive. Progress. Power to the people and the little guy. This is what the black
panther inspires within me.
Designer clothing
My black panther interpretation is an out-and-out rip-off of a Gucci design
(which was probably a rip-off too). I have to be honest about my act of appropriation. I wouldn’t say it’s an attempt to reclaim a symbol that’s my own – the
black panther is solitary, solo, independent, above human kind. My action is
based on admiration. From a young age, I have always been drawn to high
fashion. It’s definitely a skateboarding/graffiti/Hip-Hop type of romance born
in the 90’s. Brooklyn based Puerto Rican rapper, Thirsten Howl III, often raps
about Lo (Ralph Lauren: Polo Sports), has a song called Bury me with the lo on
and is a part of the Lo Lifes (a collective of Polo collectors). Kiwi photographer,
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Tom Gould, released a book in 2016 based on Thirsten Howl III and the Lo Life
crew (appropriately named after the song Bury me with the low on). My brothers, Justin and Secombe, who were both pro-skaters in the 90’s, used to swap
their contra (sponsorship clothing and products, mainly BOOM jeans) for rap
CD’s and designer clothes; people from DAF crew (Dope As Fuck) sometimes
facilitated these trades. During my youth, all I wanted was Polo gear and US
sports gear – we all did. None of us could afford it. That’s what we had in common. We had to find a way. The moral of the story is that I’m not ashamed to
say I look to Gucci, Burberry and Ralph Lauren for inspiration. It’s an important
part of my story. I wouldn’t say I’m an advocate of appropriation, but if you do
it you have to own it.
Production of The Black Axe
I’ve been listening to Stefan Simchowitz (art world maverick, artist incubator
and collector) on Youtube. Note, if you listen to anyone so radical and revolutionary you need to be stringently critical. Open but critical. One of the topics
he discusses is post-war value and commodities fetishization, and how it’s
wrong. He states that billionaires spend millions of dollars on an Andy Warhol
screen print of dollar signs to hang up in their multimillion-dollar houses, which
is not reality. This is not normal life for the majority of human beings on earth.
Scrambling enough money to even survive is a FT chore for most of us, and
that’s not even taking into consideration the millions of people living in extreme
poverty. Poverty and survival, these are very real factors in an artist’s life. So
why do we fetishize over commodities and value, heralded by Warhol and
Koons, if we are so far detached from the 1% who rarely partake in this world?
I don’t care so much for the answer. What I do know, is that I don’t give a shit
about commodity fetishization or even the word fetishization at all. I never
have. I only understood my position regarding commodity fetishization once
I heard a better-articulated version of how I’ve always felt. I must be honest
about who I am. I am Māori, from a poor family, who had a troubled primary
education, and my father was one of the greatest hustlers in Aotearoa’s history
(along with a string of classy uncles and older cousins). This commodity-infatuated world isn’t my world. It never was and never will be. My story is about
WATENE, HAURAKI, NGATI MARU. My music is the sound of the sufferers
(that’s probably why I listen to so much reggae. It’s holy. It’s for the people).
I’ve come to the conclusion that we fantasize about commercial outcomes in
art. A final product that represents value, money and everything fancy. We
work very hard in a direct, linear manner, with the main objective being to produce something of value i.e. a fancy artwork worth $$$$$$. It took me a lot of
time to realise that I was in awe of physical, process driven art that ended at
an early stage along the production line (assuming value is the final stage). I’m
talking one act or two act pieces, along the lines of Cy Twombly, because... it’s
real. It’s honest. It speaks about the realities within the studio such as the scarcity of space, time, money, stress, logistical issues and labour. It discusses real
life without fear, the real issues artists need to consider. I wanted to consider

these factors while working on The Black Axe (The Black Axe and The Sun,
Moon and Stars were my father’s nicknames, and B.P. refers to Black Power
or Black Panthers). What I wanted to say was fuck it, I’m not taking this linear
path towards value. I’m going to share my art before I get to that stage i.e. at
an earlier stage along the production line. Screw the finality of value! I want to
share something more valuable than money, which is life. My life. My practice.
I want to take a leap of faith by sharing something artists rarely do – unfinished,
incomplete and potentially bad art, but something honest and humble. Something real.
I decided to work on multiple pieces and then connect them later. I wanted to
micro-curate my own content. I wanted the process to focus more on consolidating my content rather than the actual art-making. I wanted it to be a fancy
and elaborate affair, kind of like an interior designer or a stylist; something
so far removed from the raw transparency of the art. The process is about
content/ studio management and consolidation, embracing and showcasing
the real variables that affect my practice – things that go beyond the art, but
that are still so important (labour, space, time and logistics management). I’ve
spent more time analysing and rearranging my work than actually painting.
And when I do paint, it’s an unconscious act – “A little white here, a little white
there, a shirt here, some monochrome canvas there.” I didn’t really paint with
direction until the point when the predetermined B.P. was ready for placement.
Before that, I let paint from my other paintings (Still life series and Fruit bowls)
somehow find their own way onto the canvas – unforced, natural. Painting The
Black Axe and B.P. series was an exercise of chance combined with thoughtful placement of premade objects. Subject matter, colour schemes, composition, sensibility, planning – all these past considerations went out the door
with these works and it’s liberating. The Black Axe and B.P. series are about
realities and solutions, and how we got there. It’s a labour of love. It’s the music
of the sufferers. The content’s outcome is what the studio decides it to be, I
merely put the pieces together in the way I thought best.
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Fuck The Karma Police, acrylic, spray paint, pencil, pastel and customised garments on canvas, 133x169cm (2017)

PAINTINGS

F.T.K.P.

The mid-2000’s were the golden era of the post-90’s Auckland tagging scene.
Kids were rising up the ranks and gaining fame by putting up traditional LA
gang inspired straights tags; the more ‘gangster’ the better. It was the thing to
do. Everyone had a tag name, even the people you would least expect put up
drunken tags after high school parties (I’m talking middle-class, pakeha, jocks
and female ‘writers’... everyone). It was a fun, accepted, anti-social subculture
and it was hot.
I wanted to be on the streets, as did a lot of teens, it was better than being at
home. I became friendly with a gang of Māori and pakeha taggers from around
the Beach Haven area. We weren’t graffiti artists, despite trying to live up to
that moniker from time to time. As with skate culture in the late 80’s and 90’s,
and probably with tagging throughout history, these modern cultures were
founded by poor kids from broken homes. These cultures, which I won’t class
as ‘street’ (they mean too much to me), really embodied the underground zeitgeist for Gen-Y – that DIY attitude, taking the law into your own hands, modern
day exploration and adventures. But also friendship, community, comradery
and whanau – face-to-face human interaction prevalent in a pre-social media
world. After weeks of planning, my best mate and I masterminded a tagging
mission. Our target was a rooftop in Belmont, North Shore, Auckland. Afterwards I wrote FUCK THE KARMA POLICE in tribute to the Radiohead song
and in defiance to karma (as a teen I felt like I was dished out more bad karma
than my fair share). The ‘buffer’ painted over my message but left our ‘tags’ the
next day. I was bummed because the message of karma was more important
than putting up my tag name. It was my voice and no one likes to be silenced.
It was the only time I wrote a poetic message while tagging and I always felt
like I achieved some type of illegal poetic justice. It was an angry, hormonal
backlash to fate and the general bullshit we go through. It was a pro-defiance
stance that speaks of empowerment saying, “We’re in control,” or “You can’t
bring us down,” “I and I survive” and other punky reggae mantras.
FUCK THE KARMA POLICE is an abbreviated mirror image of the original tag,
transformed into an anti-tagging type form dissimilar to the straights tags that
were popular in the 90’s and 2000’s. F.T.K.P. discusses raw mark-making, similar to childish doodling or primitivism, and hidden messages associated with
youth culture. The artwork welcomes tagging like an old friend, while repelling
street art trends disassociated with raw vandalism that predates these more
mainstream, Banksy-led movements. [NB: F.T.K.P. is an adaptation of the abbreviation FTP (Fuck Tha Police), first coined by N.W.A. (Niggaz Wit Attitudes)
in the same titled song released in 1988. FTP is often written by taggers on
walls around the world.]
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Methodology
The hand painted shirt is marked with oil-based markers, enamel and acrylic, having underwent numerous dips into an organic dye solution. The shirt
was inspired by a Dissertation written by Japanese fashion label Visvim, entitled Product Introspective: Hand Drawn, where they discuss how hand-drawn
works “reflect a person’s personality”. Their work was inspired by an American
tradition in the 30’s and 40’s, where college graduates, departing colleagues or
discharged military personnel were gifted custom, hand-drawn shirts or jackets “full of personalized messages as a parting gift from his or her friends,”
often referred to as “conversational pieces” by collectors. My shirts are a gift
to Ravensbourne, Dunedin and West Harbour, representing camaraderie and
uniformity.
The F.T.K.P. text is marked out, often referred to as ‘capping’, an activity where
one tagger crosses out another tagger’s name (this is a confrontational and
disrespectful act). Capping is coined after the first prolific ‘capper’ named Cap,
who hailed from The Bronx. Cap often painted over another tagger’s graffiti
around New York in the 70’s and 80’s. He was known as a big, aggressive guy
who reportedly threatened another graffiti writer at gun-point. He also features
in the documentary Style Wars. The primitive pine tree represents summer
time, better days and that youthful hope for a better life. An innocent type of
ambition and good will. The stapled-on hat was purchased in Oaxaca, Mexico,
suggesting hot climates and barren wastelands, a Mad Max type dystopia embodied by the raw canvas.
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PAINTINGS

FUCK THE KARMA DUCK POLICE, pastel, acrylic, collage and pencil on 780gsm paper,
102x72cm (2017)
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285, mixed media on 6 vintage maps of various locations within New Zealand (custom made in 1991),bound to canvas, 205x205cm (2016-17); Real friends, mixed media on canvas,
100x100cm (2016)

PAINTINGS

285 & Boy works

In my solo show, We outside, we oh so in (Boogie Stop Shuffle) (Allpress
Gallery, 2016), I featured two paintings titled Boy with apple and Boy without
apple, in reference to the painting Boy with Apple that features in the movie
The Budapest Hotel. I was intrigued by the idea that an inheritance dispute,
around who has legal claim to Boy with Apple in The Budapest Hotel, was the
central catalyst of what then turned into a funny adventure for [INSERT MAIN
PROTAGONIST/S NAMES HERE, I FORGOT THEM DESPITE WATCHING
THE MOVIE AT LEAST 5 TIMES] [WATCH THE MOVIE]. This fictional painting
made the movie. No painting, no movie. No Boy in Boogie, no show. Simple.
Boy started and ended as a self-portrait, which is, despite the movie references, a painting of a Māori person. This reality got me thinking about Māori
form in my practice, and how it has been a reoccurring theme over the years.
I noted a few curious observations: I have always painted Māori form, almost
subconsciously; I’ve always had an affinity with browns and black, two colours
prevalent in Pacific cultures; and I have never had any predetermined contextual ideas around my representation of Māori and indigenous form. Boy
was, at least after the Boogie show, my attempt to solidify ideas around Māori
figuration.
Boy is about me. They’re paintings of myself, they’re personal – acknowledging
this was the first step in getting a message across. I wanted to talk about being
a poor kid, son of Max (king hustler, a legend from the old days), growing up in
Otangerei (a Northland ghetto where someone was killed over a pie), moving
to Auckland’s North Shore and having to integrate into middle-class society as
a teen (both my parents went to jail during this time), living as an adult with
severe drinking issues. In my twenties, I was homeless in Sydney, eating at
food shelters with bums, without a single person on this earth to help me out,
even with something as small as $5 (not Mom, not Dad. No one). I might not
come across as an intellectual, or as a Master’s graduate with a cultural, socio-political, philosophical affinity that qualifies me to protect the weak, or that
educated Māori who defends all those helpless, uneducated Māori (think of
that person who protests every anti-poor/Māori policy on Facebook). I am, or
at least I have been, that down-and-out Māori destined to a life of crime. These
are my friends from primary school. My whanau; people doing time, washing
your car windows in Hamilton for a buck, living at the bottom end of society.
These are my people. I love these people. I know that, they know that. There’s
no ‘Defenders of the Weak and Poor’ with me, there’s only hereditary solidarity – bonded by blood. This is my life. This is what Boy is all about. Boy is an
honest representation of being Māori in modern day Aotearoa. No trumped
up socio-political theory, it’s just a story about a Māori boy called YONEL WATENE. I’m not trying to ghettoise myself or justify how hard my life’s been (it
was more of a statement), nor justify anything other than this: empathy is valuable to mankind (in real life and over the internet), but coming from a rough
background, and knowing how hard it can be, what I think we need is unity
and solidarity directed towards a few vital things, things we need to survive:
shelter, food, work, education and opportunities. Minority issues don’t need to
be theorised, you don’t need to tell people how sorry and sad you are for them
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– people need a chance. The series Every person is entitled to one window, by
artist Isa Genzken, illustrates the simplicity behind humanity’s privileges: we’re
all entitled to one window, fresh air, water, a bathroom, food... this is what we
need from the most basic point-of-view. These are humanity’s fundamental,
basic rights. We need more of it, God damn it! Let’s start here.]
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Rob #2, enamel, spray paint and acrylic on a pre-dyed bed sheet, 80x120cm (2016)

Rob #1, enamel on a pre-dyed bed sheet; oil paint, collage, acrylic and spray
paint on artist frame, 89x105cm (2016)

PAINTINGS

Rob

We are introduced to the mythical Ralph Hotere from a young age. His ghost
enters our life as early as primary school or high school. It stays with us. It’s
a relationship that grows. I’ve learnt a lot about Hotere the ‘man’ from his
friends and peers after moving to his long time stomping ground of West Harbour, Dunedin. Hotere the ‘myth’ remains as mysterious as the day his ghost
entered my life. I know very little about the art. What I do know is that I rate
his figurative works, even more so than his critically acclaimed Black Phoenix
installation and Black Paintings.
There’s something very reassuring in knowing that our champion, Hotere, was
a masterful drawer. A beast. A king of figuration pre- and post-non-objective
art. Quick. Native. Blessed. In tune. Holy. They exhibit the raw qualities I value
in art. The type of blue collar virtues far below the sophistication that his more
well-known works exhibit. When I started painting I wanted to master figuration just like him, and with his ghost guiding me I painted hundreds of figures
likened to his works. Ink. Watercolour. A few seconds on each piece. Finished.
It was a self-appointed rite of passage. BE LIKE HOTERE. Start now; finish in
50 years – or never (Hotere himself worked on female form from as early as
1959 to the late 90’s).
Philip Guston once stated, “When you’re in the studio, your friends and family are there and the ghosts of art history are there, your contemporaries are
there. If you stay long enough they all leave, and if you’re lucky you leave,”
(revised by artist Joe Bradley). I chose to readdress Hotere’s ghostly figurative
presence in my Rob paintings (after my partner Roberta). It felt like the right
time. I’m in his territory, West Harbour. His presence is strong here. It sticks to
you. I did these works quickly, larger than ever, without a plan... I used my gut.
It’s an honour to pay tribute to the warrior, Ralph Hotere, in his former home of
Dunedin. His ghost is always welcome in my whare. When it’s time he’ll leave,
and when my time comes I’ll leave too.
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Judy, oil stick on canvas, 166x166cm (2017)

Judy

PAINTINGS
We adopted a rabbit. We named her Judy after my step-mother. Both Judy’s
are strong women. Matriarchs. Leaders. Stern and sometimes bossy. Special
people. You know when you meet someone (a person or an animal) and you’re
so touched by their presence and so moved by their existence that you just
need to paint them, work with them, be around them, write a song about them,
read poetry to them. And then you realise that painting an animal, or a person,
is stupid and below you because you’re a serious artist who has an abstract/
intellectual/conceptual/contextual/contemporary practice. And you want people to take you seriously, so it never happens.
A painting of Judy just happened #nolimitsoldier
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Margo Glantz
Original poster in Oaxaca, Mexico.

PAINTINGS
I first visited Oaxaca City, Mexico, in late 2016. The city, known as the culinary
capital of Mexico, has decent Mexican food by American Mexican food standards. It’s simpler than what our Western palette would expect from such hype,
but all the more delicate for it. The winner was the sopa (soup) and pan (bread)
component of almuerzo – a lunch special that included quesadillas, coffee and
dessert (available during lunch at some fancy restaurant in the Zocalo). Aside
from the food, the walls of the streets hold clues to the city, as always.
Oaxaca has a great tagging scene. They’re relentless, energetic, diverse and
stylish. Raw vandalism. It really compliments the city’s narrow roads, small
footpaths and crumbling infrastructure. It doesn’t look out of place. Oaxaca
may be one of the poorest states, but it’s got attitude. Tagging belongs in places like Oaxaca. The tags were coupled seamlessly with an array of street art
(which I hate, but these were something rugged and real), political messag
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es, poetry and posters. One poster caught my attention. It depicted an afro,
red lips and the name MARGO GLANTZ, with a black, beige and red colour
scheme. Like a 70’s Afro Samurai.This poster really moved me. I revisited it
day after day. It had something to do with the simple line work, almost three
lines in total for both the ‘fro and lips. The colour scheme was something so
simple and confident, like Hugo Lindsey’s paintings. I knew it needed to be
incorporated into my work. I was drawn to the design. My inspirational point
was design based, not ideas based. I appreciate art that takes from external
sources, sources outside the art-world/institutional information and content
monopoly. Posters, signs, easy stuff. Something outside of what’s en vogue,
a pure visual language unmuddled by trending writing methodologies. Visual
engagement is always my starting point. I speak a visual language and only
delve into the narrative if, and only if, the art is good. I prefer primary research
too, straight from the boss’s mouth (hence my references to artist quotes). I
kind of had an inkling that the poster had something to do with a book, or a
conference, but I was surprised to learn that Margo Glantz is a renown Mexican writer, theorist and academic.
Sensory stimulation and engagement is my primary ‘go-to’ feeler when assessing art, or anything creative for that matter. For me, writing or research
has never been the gateway to a higher level of understanding art. Research
is necessary, but secondary. By speaking a visual language first, something
primitive and natural, a skill given to most at birth (or close to), I put myself
in a vulnerable position, a position where I could be surprised. Shocked. Enlightened. I could meet anyone on this road. I gave myself up to the wind,
forfeiting control to unknown pagan Gods. Margo Glantz pays homage to an
intellect I know very little about, my introduction to this academic figure (albeit
by pure visual relations), my adoption of this creative content and its Mexican
narrative, and the introduction of this creative content/Mexican narrative into
Aotearoa (emphasising the passing of knowledge and shared narratives). The
outcome was a poster, remade in the likeness of the original poster almost to
a T, which is practically appropriation... nothing original other than the fact that
a Māori boy copied a poster he saw in Oaxaca, made by an unknown Mexican
designer with the intent of sharing a single quote (flanked by a squiggly ‘fro and
lipstick), presumably all at the request of a famous Mexican-Jewish academic
(to be later exhibited in Dunedin, New Zealand). Fuck your pagan Gods! This
is On the Road II (Pacific bound).
I am merely a herald. A wandering man. This is her message. Welcome to
Aotearoa Margo,.
Yours truly,
Yonel Watene.
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Hongi #2, oil paint, enamel, polyurethane and acrylic on found wood,
100x84cm (2017)

Hongi #1, enamel, polyurethane and acrylic on found wood, 100x84cm
(2017)

One day an old man stopped outside SAVOIE de LACY in his car. I looked at
him awkwardly for a few seconds. I waved him inside with my hand, invitingly.
He slowly got out and said, “Are you an artist? I’m an artist too. I’m a sculptor,
Peter Nicholls. Here’s my card.” The name didn’t ring a bell straight away, but
within a couple of minutes I had learned a lot about his story. 20 odd years at
Dunedin Art School, decades in Ravensbourne, West Harbour, public sculptures throughout Aotearoa. “I made the wooden sculpture at the University
of Otago.” OF COURSE YOU DID. Of I course I know who Peter Nicholls is.
Everyone knows who Peter Nicholls is. Even if you don’t, you know his work.
He’s a champion of the NZ sculpture world. He’s the man! A local legend. He
had his first retrospect at Dunedin Art Gallery in ‘84, represented New Zealand
at the Edmonton Commonwealth Games Sculpture Symposium in 1978 (also
spending a year as a graduate assistant at the University of Wisconsin), and
was a part of the iconic sculpture show, F1, in Wellington in ’82 (a pioneering
source of Feminism in Aotearoa).
When I moved to West Harbour, I wanted to immerse myself in the community.
Talk to its history. Its people. I wanted to move about its shadows – observing,
learning. I integrate a lot of found materials into my work. Rocks from Aramoana. A rugby ball found by the West Harbour Cycle Way. One day I found these
sloping pieces of wood, tilted not quite 45 degrees. In an instant I thought
about how they could support each other, leaning inward, like a mountain’s
backbone. Once my experiment proved possible, I noted that the inward leaning wood reminded me of two people hongi-ing (a traditional Māori greeting
where two people touch noses). I was really intrigued by the prospect of working with exposed wood, as it opened up the chance to create a conversation
with Peter Nicholls’ wooden works – a direction that would help me invest more
into local traditions and art history, whereas the ‘hongi’ connection allowed me
to revisit Māori tradition and my whakapapa.
As soon as the hongi theme arose I was instantly reminded of my Dad. He
would hongi everyone. All my friends. Strangers. Police. Everyone. Earlier in
my youth, I thought this was merely an eccentric act. I later realised it was him
sharing his heritage and culture with the world. Something selfless. Because
of this, I’m now a strong advocate of cultural exchange. His action really allowed people to open up to him. It’s something so very generous. By taking it
outside of its sacred, traditional context, he turned it into something human. An
icebreaker. An introduction to Māori culture. A gift. When people didn’t know
what he was doing, he would say, “Hongi is to rub nose,” and sometimes they
would take their finger and rub his nose. I’ve seen it happen hundreds of times
and it never gets old. It was something so funny and awkward.
While Hongi’s context speaks to Māori traditions and my father, its aesthetic
genetics are strongly rooted in West Harbour history, paying homage to Peter
Nicholls’ legacy. I wanted the first Hongi, at least, to talk to Peter’s wooden
works. I wanted to maintain that historical conversation with West Harbour. I
showed Peter the original Hongi and told him he influenced it’s making. I don’t
think he thought much of it. Maybe he didn’t hear me. It wasn’t a long conversation. The most important part is the intent – what matters is the actual
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attempt to pay homage to Peter. It’s about trying to do good by someone I look
up to, continuing a local conversation and investing in West Harbour’s history –
preserving it, respecting it, sharing it. As much as Hongi’s aesthetic ideologies
tribute Peter Nicholls’ wooden works, it’s equally about sharing culture and
what we do with our cultural heritage. In his own way, my father taught me to
share our culture. That’s something he did every single day. This is what Hongi
is about.
I’ll leave this korero here for now, but inserted below is a transcribed conversation between Peter and myself (one of four recordings). He also lent me a copy
of Art New Zealand 32, (1984), which has a great article about him written by
Bridie Lonie, as well as his F1 catalogue. I was going to write an article on him.
Let’s hope it still happens. For now, here’s a preview:

Interview with Peter Nicholls (About F1)
Peter Nicholls: There was an exhibition that was called F1 and it was a exhibition with ANZAC related artists, like Australians and New Zealanders, and they
had some [exhibitions] over there, and they had some here, and this one was
in Wellington in a old lemonade factory. Which was run by the artists themselves, it wasn’t run by dealers or anything like that.
Yonel Watene: Oh, was that the one with the big Hotere [Black Pheonix]?
The big [ … ] (35s), yeah.
Peter Nicholls: Anyway, so, my wife was an artist and we had a big think about
this because I wanted to do something dramatic because you only have a few
days to do something. So what I did was I decided I would do a work by one
action only and that’s the force of gravity. So what I did was I went outside and
built a little hole in the ground in a rectangle and I shaped a piece of steel is
only about ten inches long and I heated it up with a vacuum cleaner and I lit a
fire under the bit of metal which was just off the ground. And when the metal
was hot I just dropped a rock into the middle of it, and immediately it became
a boat. So from divine reaction I got beauty. So the whole thing is called Full
Stop. So when I got to Wellington I thought “now how am I going to make this”
and then I had a brilliant idea that was reinforced by one of the artists, which
was “why don’t we get the army to make it”. So I rang up the New Zealand
[Army] engineers and they were in Petone and I had my drawings with me. So
the whole thing was laid out for the process of making it and it was pretty well
documented, drafted I mean. So I spoke to the head officer and he and I were
the only two who knew what it was about. So eventually what they did was they
got a big army truck and erected something, which is called a bipod, which is
not a tripod that has three legs and comes to a point… and they winched a rock
8ft into the air. The rock I selected from a quarry and it had splatters of green

and red. It was about 4 ton. And they had this big rope tied to the top of the
bipod … and I dug a big pit where the rock would fall. So the pit was the shape
of the steel. And I had it balanced on four uprights hanging off each corner, so
that when the rock hit it would collapse. So right in the centre where the rock
would hit I did another pit so when the rock came down it would be squeezed
into the whole and the steel would fold into it. The rope that was going to pull
up the rock, I was going to use an axe to chop the rope, but the army said “no
we’ll use explosives”. So when the tied the rope around the rock they had …
so we all had hard hats on, and we had the fire brigade there in case because
we lit a fire. I had about ten bags of firewood and coal underneath, and I had a
compressor feeding the air into it, a forced draft furnace, and I had the southern wind from Wellington, a notorious southern wind, and the compressor, and
then I said “OK now, when you go outside you put a hat on because of the
cold weather otherwise the heat would leave your head” so I got all these fibre
glass bats which was loaned from a place in Wellington and they covered the
whole top of the thing with bats to retain the heat. And then when it was almost
red hot it started to sag and then I put up my hand and then they plunged the
[lever] and there was this noisy explosion, the rock just … it was buried in the
earth. I was there the next day when everyone had left and this man came
running around the corner and he looked at me and said, “hey what’s that, it
looks like part of the Wahine”. Now the Wahine was a ship that sank in 1968.
So then I got a truck with a crane on it to lift it out and I painted it to preserve
the steel. And I made a cradle of wood to sit it on. And it was only meant to be
there for a summer because there was no resource consent to say it could stay
there. So I wrote to all the galleries in New Zealand and I got all the directors
to put a plea to the Wellington City Council to leave it there and they finally
agreed. But then what happened was about ten years later the steel started
to corrode with the salt water and a boy was playing on it and he put his foot
through a whole and he cut his leg. So it had to be taken away. But that’s OK,
it served its purpose. And a famous writer wrote a famous article about it.
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D, installation view, mixed media on found wood, (2017)

The day after my father passed away I was sleep deprived, emotional and in
pain – all while waiting for my tooth to be ripped from my gums. To give background to this story, let me take you through the sorry history of my two front
teeth: aged 16, front tooth knocked out in a fight (replaced with a denture);
aged 19 or thereabouts, my other front tooth was smashed in half while skating
Te Atatu Skatepark drunk. I also knocked myself out (tooth repaired with porcelain cap); a year later said cap was knocked out in basketball (replaced with
a second cap); aged 21, tooth with cap needs root canal treatment; age 27, a
few days before my father’s death, Mr. 1⁄2 tooth falls apart, I now had one fake
tooth and half a rotten tooth for my front teeth; at the first appointment the dentist recommends attaching a new tooth to my denture (from when I was 16),
but the dental engineer would need to keep my denture for a couple of days;
between my first appointment and second appointment, Mr. 1⁄2 tooth is ripped
out and replaced with a new denture with two whole front teeth. Yup.
When waiting for the doctor, or the dentist, we turn to the complimentary magazines for entertainment. It’s a trademark method for businesses to keep people’s minds off their impending doom. Without them, our anxiety would bubble
and peak. Chaos would commence. Fist fights. Screaming and kicking. Crying... maybe I’m being a bit melodramatic, but the wait would be that much
more boring. As a rule, the magazines suck. But this time at the dentist proved
differently.
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D, installation view, mixed media on found wood, (2017)

While waiting for my dentist appointment something deep in my heart was
awoken by a National Geographic article about Detroit. It spoke of promised
riches, adventure, and opportunities for those brave enough to take them; a
chance for new life. A modern-day gold rush, and with any gold rush in any era,
the same rules applied: give it a try, you might get lucky. This presented me
with solutions, excitement, opportunity, chance – all the ingredients any gold
seeking fool is looking for. In my time of grief, I needed everything on that list,
so I vowed to seek it out. I told myself, do it. Go to Detroit. In that moment, I
had found resolution within a crazed obsession with moving to Detroit. And I
thought to myself, “This is the kind of stupid shit Max would do,” and I was at
peace.
D is a tribute to the moving stories found in this special National Geographic
article. Hope, never giving up – these are things they speak of. These are
things I need in my life. I don’t know how it’s going to happen, so I won’t make
any promises, but what I will say is that people have been doubting me forever.
Doubt isn’t personal, I don’t take it personally. It’s something that is constant
with some, and not with others. It’s here, there, everywhere, but I don’t have
even a second for that shit. So... what I’m saying is that I plan to go to Detroit
and share whatever I have to give. That’s the bare minimum. I plan on doing
a lot more.
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HANDS AGAINST THE WALL

... who says that on a regular basis? I’ll give you a clue, they wear blue. Hands
against the wall is a minimalist, abstract depiction of a man, woman or child,
innocent or otherwise, being ordered to put their hands against the wall by the
police. It captures an act of vulnerability and submission, an event that could
trigger any number of horrendous events: death, wrongful imprisonment, the
end to a life at large, conviction, the beginning of a life of crime... no good ever
follows these words. It isn’t a welcome saying like, “You’ve won Lotto!” These
works pay tribute to all the suffering caused by police brutalities and fatalities
in America and around the world. I won’t act like I have felt the brute of this evil
personally, but I feel for those who have. It’s wrong. These works are a symbol
of how I feel. That’s all I’ll say.
Here’s Ice Cubes verse from Fuck Tha Police, to give you an idea of how he
felt:
Fuck the police! Comin’ straight from the underground
A young nigga got it bad ‘cause I’m brown
And not the other color, so police think
They have the authority to kill a minority
Fuck that shit, ‘cause I ain’t the one
For a punk motherfucker with a badge and a gun
To be beating on, and thrown in jail
We can go toe-to-toe in the middle of a cell
Fuckin’ with me ‘cause I’m a teenager

With a little bit of gold and a pager
Searchin’ my car, lookin’ for the product
Thinkin’ every nigga is sellin’ narcotics
You’d rather see me in the pen
Than me and Lorenzo rollin’ in a Benz-o
Beat a police out of shape
And when I’m finished, bring the yellow tape
To tape off the scene of the slaughter
Still getting swoll off bread and water
I don’t know if they fags or what
Search a nigga down, and grabbing his nuts
And on the other hand, without a gun, they can’t get none
But don’t let it be a black and a white one
‘Cause they’ll slam ya down to the street top
Black police showing out for the white cop
Ice Cube will swarm
On any motherfucker in a blue uniform
Just ‘cause I’m from the CPT
Punk police are afraid of me
Huh, a young nigga on the warpath
And when I’m finished, it’s gonna be a bloodbath
Of cops, dying in L.A
Yo, Dre, I got something to say

FUCK THE POLICE!
Methodology: Hands against the wall
I never thought the day would come when I would 1) create a sculpture large
enough to skate and 2) have the guts to skate what is, quite potentially, the
magnum opus of my 3-dimensional oeuvre. And then a voice said to me, “Skate
everything,” and I just had to do it. I thought, “There’s nothing precious about
the show, why be precious about making art?”
Aside from the marks made from skating and the applied polyurethane, Hands
against the wall, the wooden object, is exactly how it was found. Two contradicting actions, destruction and beautification, were the only steps taken in
completing this work. It’s approximate 45-degree angle and weight alone provide enough support for it to stand while leaning against a wall. The topmost
part of the wood represents the figure’s head, and the arms are imagined. The
concept was inspired by Hongi; in that two pieces of wood leaning towards
one another form two heads touching, but with one piece alone there is only
one head, so the hongi act cannot commence. Leaning the ‘head’ up against a
wall, opposed to leaning on another piece of wood or ‘head’, created a situation
where the figure was smashing his ‘head’ against the wall, or being arrested
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(or both). Initially there was an odd number of these sloping pieces of wood
(seven to be exact), so the odd piece became the first in this series (Hands
against the wall nigga).The title isn’t politically correct, but I use the term nigga to bring to light the severity of the situation. If we discuss police brutality
towards minorities, we need to acknowledge that the cop, being willing to hurt
and potential kill, may easily do something below murder, such as use racial
slurs. I can’t talk about this topic without acknowledging the fact that police
probably do use racial slurs towards minorities. I believe Hands against the
wall nigga is a relatively accurate account of how black people (represented
by my artwork) would be addressed when being arrested. Imagine these titles
are their words, not mine – these are the conditions of this setting. If you don’t
think policemen call African-Americans ‘nigga’ then write and tell me, or write
and tell them (via Twitter, I’m not on that social network).
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Very high wheel chair, horse carriage chair (found in Waitati, New Zealand; made in early 20th century), car tyre (found
in Ravensbourne, Dunedin, NZ), wooden chair and enamel, approximately 100x190cm (2016)

I believe that painters are great sculptors and sculptors are great painters.
There’s this naïve crossover due to aesthetic gaps in training and education.
Artists do the other, secondary art practice (i.e. painters doing sculptures and
vice versa) knowing less, or having invested less time into that field, so they
do it differently. This difference is the real value for me. Good examples of
quality transitions between disciplines include: Cy Twombly, Mark Grotjahn,
Eddie Martinez and Picasso sculptures; Thomas Houseago and Sterling Ruby’s paintings. Very high wheel chair embodies the nonsense of Dadaism,
especially one Marcel Duchamp, while staying true to its anti-bourgeois theme
by polarising disability issues and old age (in reference to the wheelchair element). That is, minorities and people in vulnerable circumstances, as well as
honouring life and birth (in reference to the highchair, used by children). The
combination of both chairs, wheel and high, is stupid – very much aligned
with Dada. Both chair types service people at different ages and with different
needs. They have different functions. We’re born, we live and we die. During
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our lifetime, we have need for different chairs. Combining the two creates something cyclical, deep and thoughtful, as is life. But it doesn’t create something
useful in a practical sense, like a lot of art.The work is aesthetically non-practical, showcasing very little skill in 3D arts. I wanted to honour my aesthetic
gaps in sculpture when crossing over from my primary discipline, painting.
That naivety, to me, is what makes sculpture so brilliant. It’s something pure
and innocent. We need to embrace that. I personally recommend all artists
partake in disciplinary crossover/s. Let your lack of training and education be
the driving force behind new and exciting work. I make things up as I go.
Like freestyle rapping or improv’ in bebop music. The outcome is something
strange, but it can also be genius. Mistakes do lead to moments of genius. In
1928 Alexander Fleming discovered penicillin after a serendipitous accident,
and humankind was able to fight infection. It changed the world. I’m not saying
artists will change the world by messing around in their studio, but there’s definitely benefits to working outside the square. [The wheel carriage chair was
found in Waitati, outside of Dunedin. It was broken off an abandoned, rusty
horse carriage that could have been made in the early 20th century, which I
stumbled across while hiking. The car tyre was found along the West Harbour
Cycle Way. The wooden chair was bought from a second-hand store. The metal shelf came with SAVOIE de LACY.]
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SELF PORTRAIT AS

In this show, these works are the WWE to the real muthaphukkin G’s (Eazy E,
1993) – i.e. self-portrait as series to everything else. It’s an act. A play. A ruse.
Artist Rashid Johnson states, “In the morning you get up and before you left the
house you look in the mirror and you change something small about yourself.
And that’s who you thought you were. That’s who your now character was.” We
all have our now character/s – that character we think we are or think we’re
playing. Play-acting and role-playing have a big part in art, as in life (Warhol
said that Cindy Sherman was a better actress than most in Hollywood). When
this transformation becomes more dramatic than merely applying make-up or
gel to your hair to start the day, that’s when things start to get real interesting.
I’m talking about when people turn into monsters, dragons, wizards. Fictional characterization with comprehensive histories, born from the imagination.
These characters play important roles in famous narratives. We love them,
you can’t deny it. People love Gandalf, whether you like it or not. People won’t
like my characters as much as Gandalf. My Self Portrait as series definitely
adheres to the naïve aesthetic within disciplinary crossovers discussed in Very
high wheel chair. I do this by taking Dada and tombstoning it into oblivion.
Depicting myself as a rock, brush, brick, plank of wood, rugby ball and other
found objects is to humanise non-animate objects by playing their role. No one
wants to see human form represented as a rock. We want humans to play heroic roles. Roles we understand and relate to. We don’t relate to rocks. It could
singlehandedly be the stupidest attempt to create interesting ‘now’ characters
within the Mackie Boy narrative (“I am now a rock!”). But that’s me and sculpture! It’s about picking up the ball and running with it the wrong way (that’s how
rugby was invented so something good must come of it!).
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FLOWERS

The inaugural show at SAVOIE de LACY was my solo exhibition Crowning of
the poor, named after the same titled song by Ian Brown, former vocalist of
Stone Roses. The show presented 5 self-portraits inspired by memories of
‘being a little Māori kid and not having shit but wanting cool stuff.’ It was my
introduction to West Harbour. The first conversation starter between me and
my new neighbours. A lot of locals, more aware of the arts scene in Dunedin,
either thought the works were by Jim Cooper or that they looked like Jim Cooper’s work (if you don’t know it yet, Jim Cooper is a mystical man. A legend in
these parts. While pottery pioneers like Barry Brickell preceded him, Jim came
in hot like a psychedelic thunderstorm. He’s our shaman leader and ceramic
demigod.) After telling Jim this, he replied, “Anything with yellow can pass as
my work.” I don’t know if that’s true, I only had a little yellow in the show. I found
the fact that our works were similar very pleasing. I look up to him. He’s the
man.

I later gifted him a self-portrait and a dog painting. I want people I admire to
have my work (my favourite Kiwi artist John Reynolds has a piece too. His K
Road painting actually inspired me to paint, but that story is for another time).
I want to be invested in my community and join in historical conversations,
adding to them in my own way. Jim is a major influence in my sculpture work.
He represents the romantic notions prevalent in the hippie era, a cultural position that teenyboppers try to emulate by smoking a lot of weed, dropping acid
and listening to Jimi Hendricks. But when you see the real deal you know you
can’t imitate something so pure. I didn’t want to copy Jim, like a teenybopper.
I wanted to try and do what he does (when he’s not making figurative ceramics), which is flowers. I want to do exactly the same subject, but in my own
way. Found objects, maximum nonsense, non-conventional technique, crudely
applied paint... all that somehow resulted in a flower too. It was my tribute to
Jim. It was an act of participation within local conversations. It was a leap of
faith in a new direction and it was liberating. Sculpture, at the time, was my
first attempt at abstraction – or at abstracting representational subject matter. It
just had to kind of look like a flower to pass, and as the series started stacking
up I really started to stretch the limitations of what a flower could be. Ranging
from 2.3m flowers to 10cm mushrooms, this is one messed up West Harbour
garden.
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“All we have to decide is
what to do with the time
that is given us.”
Gandalf the Grey
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Untitled, 35mm photograph, (2014)

Untitled, 35mm photograph, (2014)
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Untitled, 35mm photograph, (2014)

Untitled, 35mm photograph, (2014)
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In the Summer of 2013-2014 I ventured on my first overseas trip, financed by
long hours at a desk in Sydney, after having graduated from both art school
and business school. I visited Los Angeles, Hawaii, New York, and later Central America, travelling by bus from Costa Rica to Guatemala via Nicaragua,
Honduras and El Salvador. It was more of a soul-searching trip rather than an
art research trip, like my recent venture to the Americas was. I drunk a lot of
beer, did a few haka’s (Ka Mate and Tika Tonu) for my cousins, locals of Latin
America all. I skated a lot and made some good friends. Locals only. They were
shocked by how ‘gangster’ I was compared to other travellers (their words),
which were usually recent graduates on their OE, courtesy of ma and pa. I
paid for everything myself. You figure out who’s a working-class traveller and
a financed traveller pretty quick, it isn’t rocket science. I didn’t have the same
support structures as better-financed people, but I don’t hate them for it. The
thing is, I had an affinity with the locals because they did what I did – become
one with the streets. Even in Sydney I hung out on the streets a lot, drinking
cheap Mexican beer in Hyde Park with my ‘chav’ skater mates. Drinking beer
at the central basketball court in Leon, Nicaragua, skating once it cooled down,
venturing out to street spots, eating local food – that’s life to me. I didn’t go on
any Westernised tours. I just skated and drank beer. That’s my kind of vacay.
I lost my phone during my trip, so I had no way of recording my adventures.
A little too late into my trip I invested in a piece-of-shit Kodak instant camera.
I had to take some snaps, something to take back. By that time, I was in San
Pedro La Lagua, Guatemala, a mountainous village by a lake with a strong
indigenous presence. As a test run I decided to take scenic shots of environments that spoke to me. What really caught my eye was how the water levels
of the lake had risen so much that shore side businesses and homes were now
semi-emerged in water. Abandoned. Fucked, really. You could walk out along
the lake, supported by a dodgy hand-made wharf (about 1.5m wide) to view
the extent of the damage. My images are biased, only capturing isolation and
despair – the actually township pumps. Travellers love it there. They knuckle down, get drunk, throw away their shoes, hand-make dreadlocks and sell
nick-nacks to other foreigners – clean ones of course. The sense of community
is high on drugs and positive vibrations.
I developed my film when I returned home to Aotearoa. The images caught the
beauty and power Mother Earth, testifying to her might, saying, “If you build a
house by my lake, I can crush it at a whim.” It also testifies to humankind’s folly.
We are, to a greater or lesser degree, not ready for what this world is throwing
at us. If the lake swallows up our homes, fuck it, we’ll just leave them. Ruins
– we have a lot more of them than we think. These ruins are testament to our
lack of preparedness, and these photos prove that.
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Untitled, 35mm photograph, (2014)

Untitled, 35mm photograph, (2014)

You
can
play
a
shoe
string
if
you’re
sincere.

John Coltrane

WORKS ON PAPER (FRUIT BOWLS, STILL LIFES, ETC.)
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When I first showed my partner my fruit bowl paintings her first
response was, “whoa, these are something a grandmother would
paint!” Her comments suggest these works are old fashioned,
non-contemporary – I believe she thought they were boring … in
comparison to some of the heavier subjects I focus on (Māori portraiture, figures wearing fancy shirts and Polo, a woman with her
middle finger in the air). But I actually thought that that was one of
the greatest compliments - to insinuate that these works are boring.
For me, achieving a boring painting is a massive accomplishment.
I was remarkably thrilled to do a boring painting, which then turned
into a pretty boring series. I feel like I’m sharing in older generation’s
experience of paintings, something that’s very focused on subject
and technique, honing in on art history movements like Impressionism, things too “old” and “boring” for young people. I feel like they
speak to Frances Hodgkins too, who’s a prominent spirit in these
parts of the country. I often seek out cliché New Zealand art, it’s a
guilty pleasure of mine. Landscapes, still lifes – I love it. It definitely
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proves my palette is maturing beyond the cliché contemporary infatuations that young artists have and it’s a blessing to appreciate
more art, even boring art sometimes, and importantly local art by
artists above and below the art world stratosphere.
Artist Josh Smith states, “rather then not understanding why nobody liked my work, I can make work that they wouldn’t like and
then I would understand completely.” I haven’t gone out to do work
that people won’t like, but I’m definitely driven by the idea that these
works are boring, and that people don’t like boring. Boring’s boring.
I understand that completely. It’s the black sheep within the show
and that situation, being that people will either love them or hate
them, is something that excites me.

*All fruit bowl paintings are titled YSJ.FBC #1-#9, acrylic, pastel and polyurethane on paper, 102x78cm (2017).
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AFTERWORD

I couldn’t tell a story so personal, something so close to home, without being honest. This
isn’t a diary. This is about art. It’s written in first person because I didn’t want some fictional
‘weird art voice’ telling my stories. You deserve words from the messenger. I wanted it to emulate a drunken yarn, or a fireside ghost story. Spooky and short. To the point. I use a lot of
these, (()), to illustrate an afterthought or some extra insight into the story. I didn’t write The
Sun, Moon and Stars with any obligations to the English language. I owe no man no debts.
If you want to rate my use of the English language below anything other than 3-stars (I’m not
too picky), I’m sorry to say we probably wouldn’t be the best suited drunken yarn partners
anyway, and I only want the dream team here, people. Also, I make a lot of references to
artist’s statements and art historical accounts. I didn’t want to turn this into a theory paper,
this is a collection of short stories, so I haven’t made a bibliography. This is the post internet era people, Google it yourselves! I’m not trying to be a smart ass. Please use Google if
some of my accounts intrigue you, or visit a library, you’ll find the source sooner or later. Or
you can ask me. But I needed to do it – I couldn’t act like I was making all this up. This is a
collection of narratives that talks to art history and cultural traditions. These people I talk to,
these champions I praise, the culture and heritage, it’s all so important to me – contemporary art is so important to me. I wanted to engage with stories that excite me and motivate
me – it’s a worldly conversation, and it’s inclusive too. It’s about adopting cultures and taking
part. It’s about contributing to multiple culture banks, and we all have something to give in
our own small way. I want to promote curiosity and research, community and collaboration,
investment and sharing, actual korero (not the hypothetical/symbolic use of ‘discourse/conversation/discussion’ in art writing). We’re all on this quest together. This is how The Sun
and Mackie Boy came to be.
Structure
The Sun, Moon and Stars mirrors the curation of Mackie Boy, in that it is segmented into
three parts (representing three key art historical subjects): paintings, representing figuration;
sculpture and photography, representing whenua, tangata whenua and whanau; and paper
works, representing inanimate objections. This text is also segmented into three parts, categorised using the same partitions. The chapter’s titles are also the titles in the works/series
they refer to. Unlike novels, there’s no linear plot development. Comparable to the text of
Gomorrah, which is a non-fiction book based on the Naples mafia, consisting of topical
chapters focusing on specific, individual narratives. The combination of singular narratives
is definitely correlated, with reoccurring characters, families and locations intertwining chapters like a spider’s web. This text follows a similar framework, with solo-narratives and key
talking points reoccurring down the track in another story. Whanau, youth, street culture,
travelling, art history – these very personal, intertwining reference points that create a highly-correlated web of storylines, even though the stories topics may not (think Black Panthers
vs. Hotere, or tagging vs. still lifes, these aren’t what you’d call a ‘hot couple’). In short, the
stories are correlated in some ways, and in some ways, they’re not. The Mackie Boy press
release features last, as it was written last and is associated with the show. The Sun can be
considered its own entity, albeit a relative one.
Design
Despite my hyper-subjectivity around art making, I’m a major fan of Modernist/Post-Modernist design (boring, clean shit), and am almost anti-emotive/subjective design (think grungy
90’s design). I want the words to do the talking, not letting the-way-the-words-are-designed
to do the talking. That’s the basis of my design. My design ethos (clarity, direction, cleanliness, rules) is the antithesis of my painting practice, which is all about emotion and
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expression, it’s a lawless game to me. This is OK. Art, design and writing have different objectives so I execute them in different ways. I don’t care about finding the ‘right’ way to do
things, I just want to be comfortable in doing it. I colour-coded each section to give each section a real sense of independence, despite the writing being pretty linear, I see my Paintings,
Sculpture and Paper Works being very different, and with very different motives. I mix up the
margins depth section-by-section to further differentiate each section and to make that said
section more independent. This isn’t a high fantasy book that has a very linear structure,
where the main protagonist defeats the bad guy, gets the girl and finds some treasure. Everyone’s happy with those stories. This isn’t a happy story. It’s a human story. It’s not perfect.
None of it is perfect – not the art, or the writing, or the design or the photos. It’s not about
being perfect or even being good at any of this. It’s about humanity. It’s about being human,
because sometimes art isn’t human (including my own).
Looking vs. Reading
I recently read an interview with Dr Gilda Williams, an art critic and writer. One of her observations really spoke to my ideas relating to the conflict between ‘looking at art vs. writing
about art’. She observes how difficult it is to get people to really look at art. This publication
is very much about observing art and visual languages despite being text based. Everything
I do, every lead I take – it’s all sensory based. Please do not venture further into this text
unless you intend to carefully look into my work and explore its visual context. I want to promote ‘reading visual information’. This text isn’t “a shortcut into meaning.” These stories are
the types of stories I would tell my friends over a beer, or a coffee, exclusive stuff. I wrote this
text to eliminate exclusivity through the act of sharing. Art and storytelling is to share. Please
read Dr William’s statement for further insight into these thoughts:
To quote Lawrence Weiner, ‘Learn to Read Art’. We assume the text will provide meaning
in a way that mere looking cannot. The most difficult thing is to make someone really look
at art. In fact I have found that it is almost impossible. Students will spend hours and hours
reading philosophy or cultural theory to ‘explain’ an artwork, but won’t spend a single long
hard minute just looking at it. It’s true. Art text is basically a shortcut into meaning, to avoid
having to look carefully. This is because most people have no training in reading visual information, but we can all read words – we’ve been training since kindergarten. Generally
we might blame it all on Duchamp – so let’s blame it all on Duchamp. When you looked at
Fountain you needed to be told a special piece of information to understand it: it is a readymade, a radical gesture. You could not just look at it in terms of beauty, craft or tradition, so
suddenly all the terms and criteria that had been utilised until then turned useless. The artwork became language-dependent. This also created a kind of a rite of initiation -- learning
the magic words that make the art meaningful. But Fountain is now a century old. We should
be able to think about art and its relationship with text in ways that have moved forward since
Fountain, but most short art texts basically want to give you that same magic insight that you
could not detect on your own in order to understand the work. Language can become a kind
of hubris around the work, limiting the ideas talked about in association to art. I often do this
exercise with new students: Can you talk about Duchamp’s Fountain without mentioning the
word ‘readymade’ even once? Can you talk about Cindy Sherman’s Untitled series without
talking about the gaze, or the cinematographic, or objectification? The students not only
have problems with the writing itself, but struggle with the notion that they might invent their
own framework through which to think about the work.
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Excerpt from Real Time Web Series: Episode 10- Deus RFC by Bobby Hung (sourced on Youtube). Rearrange into prose by Yonel Watene.
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Mackie Boy is an ambitiously diverse exhibition that explores four core art
disciplines, with each discipline paying homage to three traditional art subjects: paintings, representing figuration; sculpture and photography, representing whenua and landscapes; and works on paper, representing inanimate objects. These carefully planned partitions, categorised by discipline and subject
matter, are a form of simple content consolidation, which adds structure to a
deeper autobiographical narrative. Unlike linear plot development in novels or
theory texts, where knowledge is gradually unravelled, creating compounding
suspense leading to a high level of knowledge – a revelation or an awakening
– Mackie Boy’s narrative is similar to the complexities of life’s own story; a story so powerful that no author can edit, revise or perfect it. The artist attempts to
collate his own life stories by presenting stylistically diverse and independent
artworks that, like chapters in a book, take you deeper into the cultural traditions, past events and art historical observations influencing his practice.
Tagging as a youth, admiring the Black Panther Party for Self Defense as a
child, coveting designer clothing and exploring Mexico’s walls as an adult, the
artist’s rabbit Judy, the ghost of Hotere past and Māori figuration - these are
the core subjects Watene speaks to in the show’s painting section (located on
the Dunedin Community Gallery’s left-most wall). The paintings are presented
leaning against the wall, mimicking informal, private presentations that often
take place in the artist’s studio, often between the artist and close friends or
collectors. Watene observed his distaste for linear art production, leading towards an outcome of absolute value and future value fetishization, and has
instead opted to celebrate the harsh realities within the studio, variables that
really affect an artist’s life: the scarcity of time, money, and space; labour; logistical issues; inventory management; mental well-being; and emotional stability. By presenting his paintings as he would in his studio, Watene creates a
transparent relationship with the viewer that celebrates studio culture, in stark
contrast to commercially driven presentations that celebrate value and money.
The central floor area is populated by a heterogeneous array of 3-dimensional
objects. Speaking to a diverse range of art historic traditions, Watene freely borrows from a rich, and somewhat controversial vocabulary of modern sculpture
such as: Dada’s nonsensical and anti-bourgeois spirit; the pathetic aesthetic
pioneered by late Los Angeles artist Mike Kelley and the German sculpture Isa
Genzken – in particular, their ideas around “breaking with high seriousness”;
sculptures by great painters and paintings by great sculptors, and the naivety
around gaps in their education and training; embodiment of Rastafari ideologi-

Mackie Boy Press Release

SAVOIE de LACY is very pleased to announce Mackie Boy, Yonel Watene’s
first solo exhibition in central Dunedin, featuring new paintings, sculpture, installation and photography. The show will be presented at Dunedin Community Gallery from the 14th to the 21st of May 2017. A printed publication, titled
The Sun, Moon and Stars, will accompany the exhibition and will be released
after the show commences. The show’s title is taken from the artist’s middle
name. His namesake, Mackie Boy, was an original Nomads Motorcycle Gang
Member, a break away of the Black Power Motorcycle Gang. Mackie Boy, the
show, references the artist’s namesake and late father, Mack, referential in the
show’s title, suggesting Mack’s boy, or the son of Mack. The Sun, Moon and
Stars, George and The Black Axe were some of Mack’s aliases.

es; and a tribute to the polar opposite West Harbour stalwarts, Jim Cooper and
Peter Nicholls, celebrating their life and practice/s (explored via psychedelic
flowers and a minimalist representation of the hongi act). Unlike the painting
section, which singularly explores figuration, this sculptural partition abstractly visits ideas around whenua, or the landscape subject, while branching off
to more local themes such whanau, self portraiture from found objects taken
from the land (i.e. working with the land), and the central idea around tangita-whenua, that we are the people of the land, and that the relationship between people and land is both sacred and highly correlated.
The far right wall presents a homogeneous array of still life paintings that speak
to conventional art historic traditions, spearheaded by the late local artist Frances Hodgkins. Taking from moments of Impressionism, Fauvism and heralds of
traditional French art, namely Matisse, these works are almost counter-cultural
and non-productive in such a pro-contemporary art setting where heterogeneity, diverse art practices and broad modern cultures are centre-stage. This
‘elephant in the room’ presents challenging questions that promote subjectivity, conversation and critique. By placing such a large homogenous presentation amongst two equally large heterogeneous presentations, the gap between
harmony and chaos is further pushed apart, forcing the audience to find solace
in foreign places. This series is championed by a large still life, painted on six
pieces of 780gsm paper (102x87cm each) and dry bound to wooden bars. By
going far beyond the traditional paper dimensions ranging from A0-A6, and
using industrial material more suitable for hardboard, such as spray paint and
polyurethane, Watene tests the limitations of working on paper, which challenges – how far can we take our traditions? Are we advocates of tradition or
the avant-garde? Watene moves seamlessly between both the traditional and
avant-garde, as frequently as one or the other enters and leaves his life story,
borrowing from the past so as to contribute to the future.
Yonel Watene was born in Auckland, New Zealand on May 26 1989. Of dual
Māori and Greek heritage, Watene hails from Ngati Maru (Hauraki). He is currently based in Dunedin, New Zealand where he is the director of SAVOIE
de LACY. Since moving to Dunedin in March 2016, Watene has invested in a
diverse artist practice founded on the vast range of different styles he works
in. Graduating from the AUT art school with a certificate in 2008, Watene also
attended business school, graduating with Bachelor of Economics from AUT
in 2010. Primarily known as a painter, Watene also makes sculptures, photographs, installations and designs (having retired from painting graffiti). Having
been greatly inspired by consummate draftsman such as Picasso, Watene
employs a multifaceted practice that draws upon art historic and autobiographic sources, creating an oeuvre born from a tradition of artists who knew no
aesthetic, disciplinary or materialistic boundaries – believing “there’s nowhere
the mind can’t go” when creative expression is concerned.
Having lost his father, Grandfather and older brother, Secombe Watene, within
the last year, Watene says that his agenda for the show is simply to: “let everything out. I want to put everything out there so I can move on. Secombe
passed away just before Boogie Stop Shuffle last year, and Max just passed
away before Mackie Boy. It’s really hard not to do something for them in these
shows. Second time around I wanted to give everything I had to give. Get it out
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there and move on.” Mackie Boy is a part of a string of exhibitions that speak to
personal losses, whanau, whakapapa, whenua, Māoridom and locality, which
also includes his recent shows We outside, we oh so in (Boogie Stop Shuffle),
Allpress Gallery, 2016; Crowning of the poor, SAVOIE de LACY, 2016; and
Ravey, a publication launch at SAVOIE de LACY, 2016.
After a year of full-time practice, during which he battled extreme temperatures (as low as -05 degrees) and created over 100 hundred paintings, Watene
plans to take a short-term hiatus from painting after Mackie Boy’s conclusion:
“I want to try something new. I’m going to construct a wood-fire kiln and make
some ceramics. I want to play around with minimal sculpture too. I really want
to take a break from my go-to sources and figure out something new. Something primitive and uncomplicated. I’ll probably come back to some of the better stories here, but later down the track. What I do know is that I don’t need
to be this consummate narrator every show. I don’t feel the urge to tell a story,
but I did with this show. I almost certainly won’t with the next show. What I
am interested in is finding new ways to communicate ideas. There’s a million
ways to communicate ideas and that excites me. Maybe not writing anything
next time will my chosen path, who knows?” The publication The Sun, Moon
and Stars, which accompanies the exhibition, gives further insight into the individual narratives associated with independent artworks and series within the
show. This collection of narratives make-up the overall storyline of Mackie Boy.
Watene’s artwork is in private collections in New Zealand, England, Australia,
China, Germany, Spain and America.
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At the back end of a book dedicated to my dad (who probably didn’t deserve such
dedications and probably wouldn’t want it, either) we lost 3 of my sister Jaze’s children
- 3/7 children: Jack 19, Marina 17, and Destiny 15, to Australia’s most horrific car accident in modern times, or ever ... probably the worst ever, actually. I’m so heartbroken
for my Pink relatives, my sister Jaze, my brother-in-law Glen, my surviving nieces Coral
and Jeanna (the oldest kids), and my surviving nephews George and Patrick (little men,
but awesome and tough).
I don’t even know what to say. Rest easy. Such lovely kids. So very unfair <3
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